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Abstract: The target goal of this work is to develop a methodology of forecasting
Latvian GDP using ARMA (AutoRegressive-Moving-Average) and VAR methods. The paper
follows up with the papers published in the proceedings of the APLIMAT journal in 2011 – see
[1]. The algorithm is developed for finding optimal time series model for GDP forecasting.
Latvian GDP data with quarterly observation frequency is taken as time series. ARMA and
VAR Analysis of Latvian GDP, M2X and inflation indicators time series is performed. The set
of models has been constructed. In order to check the accuracy of models, different residual
tests are performed: autocorrelation, Portmaneteau, heteroscedasticity and normality of residual
distribution. Models are compared in their forecast quality.
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Introduction

The urgency of use of VAR models for an estimation of macroeconomic indicators doesn't
cause today any doubts. It has been proved by And Sims (one of the main promoters of the use of
vector autoregression in empirical macroeconomics, and contributed to the development of Bayes
estimators for vector autoregression) in the works on use of VAR-models, which have received the
The Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences in 2011 “for their empirical research on cause and effect in
the macroeconomy".
The analysis and forecast of GDP for any time and any country is important task for
economists, policy makers and entrepreneurs. These researches are consisting of many objective
and subjective factors.
The base of this work is taken from previous paper [1] and a research has continued taken into
account Vector Auto Regression. Different methods of econometrical modelling have been
analyzed. For example, analysis methods for German GDP forecast that are described by Lutkepohl
in “Applied Time Series Analysis” [2]. Lutkepohl described different ways of ARMA and Residual
analysis of time series. In this paper author uses familiar methods of statistical analysis of time
series for forecasting Latvian GDP. Computer software enabled the author to perform the search for
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the best models for certain time series. Based on the analysis of these models, a search algorithm of
optimal model is created. A lot of attention is given to use VAR-models.
In order to find an optimal model of forecasting Latvian Gross Domestic Product, three
different cases of Latvian GDP series with quarterly observation frequency are taken. The first case
is quarterly Latvian GDP series in levels (Latvian lats), the second case is same data in percentage
growth and in the third case different VAR models are build using Latvian GDP, Inflation and M2X
cash mass data. The GDP series are given in Figure 1, Comparison with M2X and inflation data are
given in Figure 2. The time series length is T = 57. The time series is taken from the first quarter of
year 1995 till the first quarter of year 2009. All searches and forecasts are made using
econometrical software EViews 6.0.

Figure 1 Latvian GDP (Lats) 1995Q1-2009Q1
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Figure 2 Inflation (%) / GDP (Lats) / M2X (Lats) 1995Q12009Q1

Analysis description

2.1. The analysis of criteria
ARMA case: At the first stage of choosing the best model, 3 criteria are analyzed: Akaike
info, Schwarz and Hannan-Quinn.
VAR case: 2 criteria are analyzed: Akaike info and Schwarz
Constructing of ARMA and VAR models occurs in parallel, but separately from each other.
The best model has minimal values. At this stage models with best criteria are taken. ARMA and
VAR Analysis are performed in EViews program language and statistical criteria represent the result
of the program (Fig.3).

Figure 3 ARMA Analysis in EViews 6.0
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The R-squared (R2) statistic measures the success of the regression in predicting the values of
the dependent variable within the sample. In standard settings, R2 may be interpreted as the fraction
of the variance of the dependent variable explained by the independent variables. The statistic will
equal one if the regression fits perfectly, and zero if it fits no better than the simple mean of the
dependent variable. It can be negative for a number of reasons. For example, if the regression does
not have an intercept or constant, if the regression contains coefficient restrictions, or if the
estimation method is two-stage least squares or ARCH.
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is computed as: AIC  2l / T  2k / T where l is the
log likelihood. The AIC is often used in model selection for non-nested alternatives-smaller values
of the AIC are preferred. For example, you can choose the length of a lag distribution by choosing
the specification with the lowest value of the AIC.
The Schwarz Criterion (SC) is an alternative to the AIC that imposes a larger penalty for
additional coefficients: SC  2l / T  (k log T ) / T
2.2. Residual tests
The second stage is represented by Residual tests:
ARMA case: Serial Correlation LM test, Histogram – Normality test, Hetereskedasticity
ARCH test and Correlogram Square Residual test. Models have passed the test if P Value is higher
than 0,1.
VAR case: VAR Residual Serial correlation LM test (Fig. 4.) and VAR Residual Portmateau
Tests for Autocorrelation.
Serial Correlation LM test is an alternative to the Q-statistics for testing serial correlation. The
test belongs to the class of asymptotic (large sample) tests known as Lagrange multiplier (LM) tests
Serial Correlation LM test has the higher importance because on this step we are concerning with
the possibility that our errors exhibit autocorrelation. LM test check for higher order ARMA errors
and is applicable whether or not there are lagged dependent variables.
The null hypothesis of the LM test is that there is no serial correlation up to lag order p, where
p is a pre-specified integer. The local alternative is ARMA(r,q) errors, where the number of lag
terms p =max(r,q). Note that this alternative includes both AR(p) and MA(p) error processes, so
that the test may have power against a variety of alternative autocorrelation structures.
The test tatistic is computed by an auxiliary regression as follows. First, suppose you have
estimated the regression:
yt   et
where β are the estimated coefficients and e are the errors. The test statistic for lag order p is based
^

on the auxiliary regression for the residuals e  y  X :
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Histogram and normality tests are displays a histogram and descriptive statistics of the
residuals, including the Jarque-Bera statistic for testing normality. If the residuals are normally
distributed, the histogram should be bell-shaped and the Jarque-Bera statistic should not be
significant. The Jarque-Bera statistic has a  2 distribution with two degrees of freedom under the
null hypothesis of normally distributed errors. [2]
The ARCH test is a Lagrange multiplier (LM) test for autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity (ARCH) in the residuals. This particular heteroskedasticity specification was
motivated by the observation that in many financial time series, the magnitude of residuals appeared
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to be related to the magnitude of recent residuals. ARCH in itself does not invalidate standard LS
inference. However, ignoring ARCH effects may result in loss of efficiency.
The ARCH LM test statistic is computed from an auxiliary test regression. To test the null
hypothesis that there is no ARCH up to order q in the residuals, we run the regression:
 q

et2   0     s et2 S   t ,
 S 1

where
is the residual. This is a regression of the squared residuals on a constant and lagged
squared residuals up to order q. The F-statistic is an omitted variable test for the joint significance
of all lagged squared residuals. The Obs*R-squared statistic is Engle's LM test statistic, computed
as the number of observations times the R2 from the test regression. The exact finite sample
distribution of the F-statistic under H0 is not known, but the LM test statistic is asymptotically
distributed as a  2 (q ) under quite general conditions.
Correlogram of squared residuals test displays the autocorrelations and partial
autocorrelations of the squared residuals up to any specified number of lags and computes the
Ljung-Box Q-statistics for the corresponding lags. The correlograms of the squared residuals can be
used to check autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) in the residuals.
If there is no ARCH in the residuals, the autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations should
be zero at all lags and the Q-statistics should not be significant inclusion of ARMA terms. [2]

Figure 4 VAR Residual Serial Correlation in EViews 6.0
Autocorrelation LM Test (Fig.4.)
Reports the multivariate LM test statistics for residual serial correlation up to the specified order.
The test statistic for lag order h is computed by running an auxiliary regression of the residuals ut
on the original right-hand regressors and the lagged residual ut h , where the missing first h values
of ut h are filled with zeros. See Johansen (1995, p. 22) for the formula of the LM statistic. Under
the null hypothesis of no serial correlation of order h, the LM statistic is asymptotically distributed
 2 with k 2 degrees of freedom.
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Figure 5 Portmanteau Tests in EViews 6.0
Portmanteau Autocorrelation Test (Fig.5.)
Computes the multivariate Box-Pierce/Ljung-Box Q-statistics for residual serial correlation up to
the specified order (see Lütkepohl, 1991, 4.4.21 & 4.4.23 for details). We report both the Qstatistics and the adjusted Q-statistics (with a small sample correction). Under the null hypothesis of
no serial correlation up to lag h, both statistics are approximately distributed  2 with degrees of
freedom k 2 (h  p) where p is the VAR lag order. The asymptotic distribution is approximate in the
sense that it requires the MA coefficients to be zero for lags i  h  p . Therefore, this
approximation will be poor if the roots of the AR polynomial are close to one and is small. In fact,
the degrees of freedom becomes negative for h  p .

2.3. Out-Of-Samle Forecasting
The final evaluation test is “Out-Of-Sample Forecasting”. At this stage forecasts are compared to
real data that we have for the period of the last 3 quarters of 2009.
3

The search alorithm

The search algorithm is shown in Figure 7. Step-by-step description looks as follows:
Input data: GDP Time series
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1. Construction of ARMA models in levels and in differences and VAR models separately.
Starting from this point the model is divided in two branches and the subsequent steps are carried
out in parallel for levels and for differences.
2. Model ARMA Analysis.
3. Performing Residual tests.
4. If during residual tests probability value is less than 10%, the model is excluded from
further evaluation. This is not a reliable model.
5. If P Value is higher than 10%, the forecast for specified periods of time is performed.
6. Out of Sample forecasting test. Comparing forecast data with real data.
7. The analysis of the results. Output data: Best model for the GDP Forecasts.

Figure 6 The search algorithm
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4

Latvian GDP in levels

The analyzed series consist of seasonally unadjusted Latvian quarterly GDP in levels for the
period of 1995Q1 – 2009Q1. It is represented in Figure 1. Constructing a model for the logs is more
advantageous because the changes in the log series display a more stable variance than the changes
in the original series. Time series in logs are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Latvian GDP in logs
Table 1
The analysis of criteria (Levels)

Best models: Nr. 5,7,8,12,13,14. Other models are excluded from further evaluation process.
The residual test results are given in Table 2. Models Nr.13 and Nr.14 have undergone all tests.
Residuals graph of Model Nr. 13 is given in Figure 4.
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Table 2
Residual Test (Levels)

Figure 8 Residuals graph for Model Nr.13
The worst model residuals are given in Figure 5 for comparison.

Figure 9 Residuals graph for Model Nr.9
“Out-Of-Sample Forecasting” test (Table 3) shows that the most real forecasts are gained
from models Nr.12: AR(1) SAR(4) MA(4). Absolute difference (0.037) is minimal in this case. The
best model has passed all Residual tests except Normality. The second and the third results are
shown by models Nr. 7 and Nr.13., which have passed almost all residual tests except Nr.7., which
also did not pass the Normality test.
Table 3
212
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Out-Of-Sample Forecasting (Levels)

5

Latvian GDP in percentage growth

All evaluations are made with Latvian GDP. The differences and the log difference of time series
are shown in Figure 6. The log difference displays a more stable variance than the changes in the
original series.

Figure 1 Residuals of time series in differences and in log differences

Table 4
The analysis of criteria (Difference)

Models with the best criteria: Nr. 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14. Other models are excluded from further
evaluation process.
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Table 5
Residual Test (Difference)

Models Nr. 8, 13, 14 have completed all tests. Model Nr. 12 also has good statistic. “Out-OfSample” forecasting test (Table 6) shows that the most real forecasts are gained from models Nr.11:
AR(2) SAR(4). Absolute difference (0.037) is minimal in this case. This model did not complete
the histogram test, but passed all other residual tests. The second result belongs to model Nr.7,
which has the same problem with Normality test. Third result is shown by model Nr.14 – this model
passed all residual tests.

Table 6
Out-Of-Sample Forecasting (Difference)

6

Vector auto regression

The analyzed series consist of seasonally unadjusted Latvian GDP, Inflation and M2X cash
mass data indicators in for the period of 1995Q1 – 2009Q1 with quarterly observation. It is
represented in Figure 2. M2X and GDP data are constructed in logs. Constructing a model for the
logs is more advantageous because the changes in the log series display a more stable variance than
the changes in the original series. Inflation time series is taken as is, because in some points it has
negative values. Time series are shown in Figure 2.

Table 7
The analysis of criteria and residual tests for VAR models
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Model analysis and the residual test results are given in Table 7. After carrying out of the analysis
of model it is appreciable that best models are Nr. 4,5,10. In the residual tests case best model are
Nr. 4,7,8. In Figure 7 we can see residual analysis for model Nr.1 that are performed in EViews
software.

Figure 7 Residuals of time series in VAR model (Nr.1.)
Table 8
Out-Of-Sample Forecasting (VAR)

“Out-Of-Sample Forecasting” test (Table 8) shows that the most real forecasts are gained
from models Nr. 10. The absolute difference is equal to 9,476 percents. The second and the third
results are shown by models Nr. 3 and Nr.1. The model Nr.1 has high results in the analysis of
models (Akaike and Schwarz Criterion) and in Serial Correlation but did not pass the Portmanteau
test.
Conclusion
In the given paper the search algorithm of optimal time series is described. With a help of
statistical modelling the econometric analysis of Latvian GDP is done. Different cases of
constructing model are made in levels, in percentage growth and constructing a Vector Auto
Regression model.
Comparison of 1 and 2 cases shows that case in levels and in differences gave approximately
the same result – 3.7% deviation from real data in absolute value for forecasts for 3 steps in future.
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Comparison of ARMA and VAR models shows that ARMA models win the competition. If
we analyse tables of results of models in all three cases we will see that VAR models have the best
dispersion of results.
The conclusion is that very important to analyze all the results and understand how they are
calculated and evaluated. Data received as a result of this work will be used for the further
researches in a scope of Vector Auto Regress for forecasting of macroeconomic variables.
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